LA SPORCA INSEGNA DEL CORAGGIO (ITALY, 1986)
(Other titles: Brothers in blood; Savage attack)

**Credits:** director, Tonino Valerii; writer, Roberto Leoni.

**Cast:** Bo Svenson, Peter Hooten, Nat Kelly Cole, Werner Prochath, Martin Balsam.

**Summary:** Action/adventure film set in contemporary Central America. Identified as a “Low-octaine Vietnam vet actioner…” in an IMDB user comment, this is another *Uncommon valor* imitation. During a SEAL team operation in Central America led by Bo Svenson (the presumptive Vietnam veteran here) one of the team members is wounded and left behind for dead. Years later, Svenson learns their lost comrade is still alive but being held hostage. He gathers two buddies from the old team (Hooten and Cole) to return and rescue the captive.
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